The Kiplings of Kirkby Ravensworth
Christopher Kipling of East Gayles is mentioned in the 1539 Muster Rolls and the
1543/4 Lay Subsidy.

Genealogical Notes & Memoirs of the Smithson Family
In 1566-7, Christopher of ‘Dalton in Gales’ is listed as [being taxed on] land of value
of £5 4s 2d (Sub Rolls 213/248 8 Eliz as noted in PRO66/3/15).
His will was proved 1574. He and his wife Elizabeth had sons John and Richard and a
daughter Elizabeth. In his will he also left legacies to Raufe Robson, his son Miles
Robson, Thomas Myles and William Kipling of Da[l]ton1. I have only seen the first
page of the will. He left his land and “farming” to (eldest?) son Raufe (Ralph) who in
turn had a son Robert.

Ralph died only 13 year later and his will (“yeoman of Gayles”) was proved in 1587.
He had wife Isabelle and children Ralph, Elizabeth and Robert, the first two still quite
young. What happened to his brothers Richard and John is not known.

In 1592, the will was proved of Leonard Kipling, yeoman, of Whaystone, KR (now
Whashton). His wife was Alison and his only child a daughter, Margaret.2 Note the
faces on the capital ‘I’!
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A William Kipling married at Barningham in 1604 and died in 1632.
A Leonard Kipling married a Margaret Revington at Winston in 1587

In 1617, Ralph was fined 12 pence at the sheriff’s tourn (circuit court) “for not
scouring a water sewer at the mill brook”.

Between 1618 and 1624, Ralph Kipling of Gayles sat on a number of North Riding
Quarter session juries at Richmond.
In 1624, he also appears before the Session to answer the charge below

In 1651 and 1653, a “Ralph Kipline” sat on juries at Richmond, as did Ralph and
Robert Kiplin(g) of Gayles sometime between 1657 and 1677 and Robert of Gailes
between 1677 and 1717.
In 1654, the will of Ralph Kipling was proven, mentioning sons Robert and Ralph and
daughters Anne and Elizabeth.

In May 1658, Jennet the wife of Ralph Kipling of Gailes was buried.

The same year, Ralph remarried, to Jane Stubbs at Stanwick St John.

Ann Kipling ‘the younger’ of Gailes was buried at KR in June 1663 and Ann Kipling
of Gailes was buried in December 1674 (possibly daughter and sister of Ralph?).
Ralph paid tax on 2 hearths in 1673 and died in 1676. There is a bond and inventory
signed by his widow Jane and brother Robert.

There is also a rare surviving account of Jane’s administration of the will, showing
that Ralph’s debts amounted to more than the value of his assets.

Robert Kipling of Dalton paid tax on 2 hearths in 1673, mortgaged land in Dalton
Traverse in 1678 and died in 1691.
Ralph and Robert were frequent users of the courts. In 1671, Ralph pursued his sister
Jane Kemp over money, whilst Robert was defendant in a case of Allen vs Pinckney
and others.

In 1675, Ralph and Robert pursued William Atkinson for money and, in a separate
case in the same year, they sued each other.
In 1678, there was a mortgage from Robert to Francis Wilkes of a messuage, garth
and land in the Eastfield at Dalton Travers [NYRO Calendar ZQH2 p10/7 -10/14]
Isabell[?] Kipling of Gailes was buried at KR in 1678 and Jane Kipling married
William Wade of Dalton there in 16823 (possibly the widow of Ralph or a daughter?)

In 1713, a widow Kipling of Newsom was buried and in 1716 Jane Kipling of Gailes
(possibly the widow of Ralph or a daughter, but see above).
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Definitely Jane in the original, although IGI has Anne.

-----A George Kipling married Anne Sigswith at KR in 1714. He possibly hailed from
Barningham, where his second and third sons were born, George in 1721 and John in
1724. His first son Francis was probably born at Bowes in 1719 (when George was
“of Gilmondbie Fields”).
It is possible that George and Ann had further children, William and Ann (see later),
baptised at KR during the lacuna in the registers between 1718 and 1734 (apart from a
few months of 1721-2).
In 1741, a Mary Kipling married a John Weatman of Brough. It is unclear who she
was.
In 1748, a William Kipling of Dalton married Mary Story. He may have been a son of
George.

They had children John (1750; d 1752), Eleanor (1754), George (1757), ‘a child of
William Kipling’ (d1759), Mary (1760; d1760) and John (1761; d1762).

Mary was buried on 30 March 1761, the day after son John’s baptism. William must
have later remarried4 as further children Mary (1762), Ann (1768, d1782) and John
(1773) and Thomas (1776) are recorded. William died in 1780.
Finally, a Francis Kipling of Dalton died in 1782. Was he another ‘missing’ son of
William?

Meanwhile, Francis Kipling of KR (b Bowes 1719) married in 1749 at Wycliffe and
had a son Robert baptised at KR in 1750. They subsequently moved to Gilling (q.v.)
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I have not been able to trace William’s remarriage.

Wycliffe

In 1744-5 and again in 1749, George Kipling is mentioned in the NR quarter-session
records as a tenant of George Maynell, the Lord of the manor of East Dalton or
Dalton Ryall. In 1754, George Kipling of Dalton was buried at KR. Ann Kiplin ‘of
the Hospital’ was buried in 1759.
A George Kipling of Wadegate (a farm high on the moors to the south of KR parish)
had children Eleanor and Elizabeth baptised at KR in 1755 and 1757. He is most
probably the George born in Barningham in 1721, who may have mover to KR
following the death of his father.

He most probably married a Margaret Shaw of Layton at Stanwick at in 1747, when
he was “of Scotton” near Catterick, and may also have had a daughter Ann baptised at
Barningham in September 1750.

He was also summoned for unpaid tithes by the Archdeaconry Court of Richmond in
1756.

WR Archives
George and his family later moved to Gilling (q.v.)

Wadegate Farm today

Ann Kipling married John Hart at KR in 1754 and they then moved to Loftus, near
Whitby. She is probably another daughter of George and Ann – and the Frank Kipling
who witnessed the wedding would have been her brother Francis.

In 1772, William Kipling (“the younger”) was arrested for horse-stealing, having
taken a mare of one Anthony Lax of Sadbury near Gilling and ridden it over to his
aunt Ann Hart’s house in Lofthouse (in Cleveland)5. He was pursued there by his
uncle, George Kipling, and a son of Anthony Lax. William gave the excuse that
Anthony Lax had asked him to deliver the horse to Guisborough but no one was there
to receive it, William having been going to travel to Lofthouse anyway to seek
employment in the alum works of Sir Lawrence Dundas.
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IGI has a William Kipling, son of William Kipling, being baptised at KR on the same day as George
Kipling but I cannot see this in the actual registers so I suspect it is an error. Nor can I find him
baptised at KR at any other time, although the baptisms seem to be missing around 1749/50 and
William would probably have been the name of the first or second son of William (m 1748). His age as
later reported in the newspapers implies a birth date of around 1750.

Newcastle Courant - Saturday 12 September 1772
It seems likely that William (senior), George (of Wadegate) and Anne Hart were
siblings, all being children of George and Anne. It is also feasible that their brother
John also moved to Loftus and was the great-great-grandfather of Rudyard Kipling.

Leeds Intelligencer - Tuesday 09 March 1773

Newcastle Courant - Saturday 20 March 1773
William was acquitted and may have returned to Loftus, for a William Kipling of
“Lofthouse” married a Mary Bowbank at Egglescliffe (just over the Durham border)
in October 1773 (although this William signed his name in the register when the 1772
statements had only been marked – had he learned to write in prison or were they two
different Williams?). A Mary Kipling was buried at Egglescliffe on 31 Mar 1774.

In 1774, there was further trial, at which William was not so lucky.

Newcastle Chronicle - Saturday 26 March 1774 (“Langlescliff” is probably Eaglescliffe)

Newcastle Courant - Saturday 30 July 1774

Oxford Journal - Saturday 13 August 1774

Public Advertiser, Wednesday, August 10, 1774

The court papers record the details of his crime, which was housebreaking at
Stockton, including this account of being traced to Dalton and found with most of the
goods in his possession.

William’s sentence was commuted to transportation for life,

SP 44/92 f.284-5

However, he appears to have escaped even this fate, as later in the year, we find the
hue and cry raised for him.

Newcastle Courant - Saturday 12 November 1774

Despite repeated publication of this notice over several months, it appears that
William made it clean away, as he is never heard of again.

